An acclaimed and ongoing comic-book series placing stories of courage, resilience, and sacrifice at the forefront of Holocaust awareness

A PUBLICATION OF THE HOLOCAUST CENTER OF PITTSBURGH
CHUTZ-POW! SUPERHEROES OF THE HOLOCAUST is a series of anthology-style stories written and illustrated by award-winning creators, telling true-life stories of heroic survivors who brought light into some of the darkest recesses of World War II.

VOLUME ONE: THE UPSTANDERS introduces readers to five survivors who each used various forms of resistance to defy the Nazis before eventually relocating to Pittsburgh;

VOLUME TWO: INTERNATIONAL HEROES tells the dramatic stories of globally well-known figures;

VOLUME THREE: THE YOUNG SURVIVORS, released in February 2018, focuses on the stories of survivors who were children during the Holocaust.

With vivid, historically accurate art and stirring fact-based writing, these are stories that defy the expectations of conventional superhero comic books. The series is appropriate for general and scholastic audiences ages 12 and up.

Volumes one and two cost $3.99 each plus tax; Volume three costs $4.99 each plus tax. Educators receive a 50% discount on all CHUTZ-POW! purchases.

LEARN MORE AND PURCHASE COPIES AT: HCOFPGH.ORG/CHUTZPOW
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